
Fill out the MyMedBot App prior to entering campus.
Approach school on Sunset Rock from Hidden Road (recommended)
Enter the driveway on the left side and stay left.
At the first split, stay right and travel along the curb of the central island.
When signalled, move forward and right to bring your car along the main curb of the school. When signalled,
you may be directed forward and right along the main curb or forward in the second lane.  Either way,
please ask you child to watch carefully when exiting the car.
Move as far forward as possible (but not beyond traffic person) before releasing your student.
Pull forward until the traffic person signals you to move towards the exit of the school.
Move to the left to exit the school, watching for cars pulling out of the LS traffic lane.
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Middle School Drop-off [8:00 to 8:15 (Wed, 9:15 to 9:30)]



Approach school on Sunset Rock from Hidden Road (recommended).

Enter the driveway and stay left.

At the first split, proceed straight staying to the right of the central island.

Travel straight toward the front entrance of the school, moving over to the main curb as traffic allows. In

some cases, a traffic person may direct you to enter another lane.  Please follow those directions.

Move as far forward as possible before picking up your student. 

After your student has entered the car, you may pull into the lane to your immediate left if it is clear to do

so.  Otherwise pull forward until the traffic person signals you may move toward the exit of the school.

Proceed toward school exit staying to the left to exit the school and watching for cars pulling out of the LS

traffic lane." 
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Middle School Dismissal

Middle School Dismissal

is between 3:10 and 3:30


